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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
Long gray days of winter quarter spawn SAD
"Feeling miserable, guilty and hopeless between September and April, sign of clinical problem
SarahFischer

\ Staff Writer
Imagine feeling miserable, guilty and utterlyhopeless everytime you wake up. ImagA me feeling so sleepy and tired that you have
f trouble stayingawake through the entire day.
» Imagine feeling so fatigued that you aren't
|%able to carry out your daily routine,and you
find yourselfunable to tolerate stress and any
sort of tension. Imagine having the desire to
avoid social contact because you have becomesoapathetic and burnt out onlife. This
is just the case for SeattleUniversity student,

W

The winter quarter blues are once again
—
withinmany Seattleites the winds gust, the
rain falls relentlessly, the tests seem more
difficult, the assignments more challenging,
and worse yet, it feels as ifit will neverend.
Winter quarter is the quarter that seems the
longest and hardest to many students at SU.
However, many students, like Anthony, a
Junior at SU, find the quarter evenmore challenging than it already due to acois indition
called Seasonal Affective Disorder,or SAD.
Moreover,Tony goesthrough this every win—
ter season

far longer thanjust the 12 weeks

of winter quarter.
Tony is not aione. According to the SAD
Association, this mood disorder is a type of
winter depression that affects an estimated
half a million people in the United States.
Sometimes itcan be a seriously disabling illness that requires medical treatment in order
for the person to function normally, and for
others, it is merely a seasonal discomfort.
It is associated with depression episodes
and related to seasonal variations in light.
The Associationreports that the most difficult months for SAD sufferers are January
and February, and younger persons and
womenare at higher risk. The symptoms of
SAD develop and recur regularly, starting
between Septemberand Novemberand continue untilMarch or April. People withSAD
suffer from sleepproblems, overeating,anxiety, social problems, mood changes and, in
some cases, loss of libido.
It is caused by abiochemical imbalance in
the hypothalamus due to the shortening of
daylight hours and the lack of sunlight in
winter, according to the SAD Association.
The National Mental Health Association
(NMHA) further reports that Melatonin, a
sleep-relatedhormonesecreted by the pineal
gland in the brain, has been linked to SAD.
This hormone, which may cause symptoms
of depression, is produced at increased levels in the dark. Therefore, when the days are
shorter anddarker the productionofthis hormone increases.
To combat SAD, Anthony has a
SADELLITE, whichis basically like a light
box,but can be used at a desk for reading. It
isknown in themedical field as phototherapy
or bright light therapy.
"Thisis only one option, but it proves to
be very effective during those long weeksof
endless clouds and rain," Tony explains.
"Probably my best defense was finding an
apartment withlarge windows, whichallows
more sunlight in."

See SAD, Page 9
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SU Security Report
And the tableand chairs ran away with?

Mpnday 3/1
At noon TheTekakwithaCollegiumstaff
reportedthat fourchairsand atablehadbeen
taken from the east patio of the collegium
sometime over the weekend.The table and
chairs wete cabled together and the cable
was found cut. The table andchairsare valued atapproximately $375.

It'shard to study without the book
Monday 3/1
At approximately 1:40 p.m. CPS staff
received a report froma student that someone had stolen a Physics for Scientists &
Engineers textbook. The student reported
using the men's restroom in the Lemieux
Library and placing the textbook on a
counter above a sink before using the facilities. When the student returned to the
sink thebook was gone.Thebook was valued at approximately $180.
Auto prowl #1
Monday 3/1
CPS receiveda reportof anautoprowl at
approximately 8:45 p.m. in the Broadway
and Columbia Garage. The car owner reported 40 CDs, three separate sunglasses,
and an X-Box were taken. No signs of
forced entry werefound.
Auto Prowl#2

I)

A.t approximately 9:10 p.m. CPS staff
received a reportofanauto theftfrom a student. The victim reported parking their
Honda Sedan at approximately 11 a.m. in

the parkinglotlocated at 14th &E. Jefferson. mote control, sunglasses, acell phone and
Thevehicle wasdiscoveredmissing when the vehicle registration were taken. The owner
owner returned to the parking lot. Seattle said that someone had left a note in the
Police werenotified andthe vehicle's regis- victim'smailboxandthat the victim wascontration information was loggedinto the sto- cerned the suspects were looking to steal
identity documents for personalgain.
len vehicle database.
Auto Prowl #3
Wednesday 3/3
CPS staffreceived a report ofa stolen vehicle at 3:40 p.m. The victim reported parking their Subaru Legacy at approximately
6:30a.m. andreturned atapproximately 3:20
p.m. CPS staffchecked the garage with the
victim to ascertain if the vehicle was parked
on another level but the vehicle was not
found. Seattle Police were notified and the
vehicle registration information loggedinto
the stolen vehicle database.Four days later,
the victim's stolen vehicle was recovered
southofSeattle,inDesMoines,andreturned
to the owner.
Auto Prowl #4
Wednesday 3/2
At approximately 6:50 p.m. CPS staff received a report of an autoprowl in the garage at 11th & East Cherry. The victim reported that upon returning to their vehicle
they noticed that the vehicle hadbeen rummaged through. Some of theowner's items,
which were originally in the trunk, were
foundabout 30 feetfromthe vehicle. Change
totaling $3,an owners manual,and a garage
remote control were reported stolen. The
owner changedthecode ontheir garagedoor
openeruponreturning home.
A nearby vehicle had no signs of forced
entrybut the passenger door was ajar. A re-
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sr, the golf cart was located approxiSick of school
tely two blocks awayon thenorthside
Thqrsday 3/4
buildingonEastMadison
of
theFineArts
responded
to
call
for
CPS staff
medical
assistanceinCampionHallat 4a.m. Thestu- Street.
dent was found tobe illwith flu-like sympYes,I
mind.
toms and transported toa local hospitalby a
Friday 3/5
friend, The student was releasedafter treatAt approximately 10p.m. CPS staffrement andreturned to theresidence hall.
ceiveda report from a student that anunknown woman, approximately 44 years
old, Caucasian, 56 and 135 lbs with an
Time toget a Dell?
Irish
Setter dog was following him. CPS
Thursday 3/4
responded and found the woman
staff
At approximately 3 p.m. CPS staff was
walking
out of Bellarmine Hall with the
computer
theft. The
notified of a notebook
in
The victim reported the unspeaker
dog
had
tow.
reporting
guest
saidthata
person
approached him at the
known
woman
previousnight
the
attended an event the
in
Casey Atrium and hadleft anotebook com- CopyMart onEastMadison andfollowed
puter on the media cart. When the speaker him to campus. CPS staff approached the
realized the computer was missing, the me- woman and she asked if they minded
dia cart storage area was checked and the people smoking crack. The woman then
eventspaceused wasalsochecked Thecom- got inher vehicle and saidshe was not
putercouldnotbelocated.The computer was going to move andbegan trying to smoke
an un-lit cigarette, CPS staff asked SPD
ablack Toshibanotebook.
officers for some assistance, Upon arrival
SPD said they had had numerous complaints
about the woman's behavior
Drivin'around inmy golf cart
Thursday 3/4
throughout the day. SPD and CPS staff
CPS staff receiyeda report from the jani- spent almost anhour coaching the woman
torial staff that thecontractor's golfcart was outofhercar andintoanambulance where
missing around 10:30 p.ra. Thecart'skeyring she was transportedto alocal hospital for
wasalso missing. Approximately 15minutes follow-up care,
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For more information on Army ROTC and theincredible scholarship benefits for nurses,contact Major Andrew Franz at 206-296-2439 or email at:franza@seattleu.edu
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Barrio Fiesta almost perfect
"I'mfromHawaii.I
wasactive with theLuau's.
UFCused to be a place for Filipino students to
have a good time with each other. Iwanted to
For thepast10months Barrio Fiestaco-chair's change the focus fromjust a social club toaclub
Maria Cristina G. Fagan and Scan Mizokawa promoting our Filipino culture," said Ernest
havepreparedfor theUnitedFilipinoClub (UFC) Pascua.
It was a special night for the performers also.
grand event,theBarrio Fiesta.
This year's fiesta marked one decade of the The musical group Brown Notes, comprised of
annualUFC's fiesta andplaced a specialempha- Brandon Veloria,AustinVeloria,SU senior Russ
sis on recognizing the importance ofindividual Rivad,Charles Villanueva,andMCPhocikmade
theirdebut.
cultural backgrounds.
"Thisisthe first year wehaveplayedtogether.
Abrief video detailing thetime andeffort that
In
past years we were in separatebands," stated
wasput into the event wasshown before theskit
entitled,"UnsungHeros." In past years this skit Austin Veloria.
Immediately after the event,attendees of the
was performed live with the voices of the perfiesta
were invited to an after party in the Fr.
formers pre-recorded. This year's rendition difLeßoux
roomin thestudent center.
feredinthefact that actorsmemorized their own
lines andperformed themlive.
The perfect evening ended when two of the
three fusesproviding lighttothe stageblew.There
was a brief delayconsisting ofa couple ofminutes before the skit was able tocontinue.Unfortunately,thestagelights wentoutagain only acouple
minutes after the skit resumed causing another
brief delayoffive minutes. TheBarrio Fiesta ran
onone fuse for thelasthouranda halfoftheshow.
The UFC makes consistent efforts to recognizealumni andbelieves their alumni relations to
be among the strongest on campus. One former
UFC president andgraduate ofspring2001, FlorenceCabudol, flew up fromLos Angeles for the
weekend to be a part ofthis evening.
Traditional Filipino foods of rice, Pansit Canton,LupiangShanghai andChicken Adobo were
served as the families of UFC members, UFC
alumni and Seattle University students were
treated toa varietyofentertainment. Ranging from
the rapstylingsof juniorpolitical science major,

William Hurd
StaffPhotographer

NathanRamaco (alsoknown asCrazyNate) and
Bellevue CommunityCollegestudent,Carlo"CLo" Cabamayan,to the acousticguitar andvocal

talents of Piper Tancioco.

Thedancegroup,RAWedit, lit up thefloor with
a flurry of wellchoreographedmovesthatgot the

crowd clapping and screaminginresponse.
Former UFC president and SU graduate of
spring 1995, Ernest Pascua, was responsible for
puttingtogether the first Barrio Fiesta.

Carlo "C-Lo" Cabamayan, a
student from Bellevue Community College, raps for the
crowd at the BarrioFiesta.
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Sexual abuse of
children sparks
conversation

Catherine ODea
Staff Writer

Janet Ainsworth, associate dean for faculty development at the school of
law,presented the academic salonChildren & Sexuality, last Tuesday in the

Wismer Center,
The topic focused primarily on the history of child sexual abusebut opened
up conversation regarding the abuse of power, accountability, innocently
accused persons, and the role of the justice system.
The abuse of power has been the most prevalent problem when dealing
with cases of child sexual abuse. The larger social picture is that we have
become very skeptical of authority inrecent years with the government and
the media, that it has become extremely difficult to seek the truth. The
church is just one more authority that has failed and betrayed us with its
abuse of power.
Ainsworth touched on the question of what we as a society should do.
"Developingsome form of true accountability that will re-establish themoral
authority and a movement in the criminal justice system to develop a reintegration and reconstruction."
Cases such as the prosecutions in Wenatchee where there were a large
number of innocently accused persons and the current case in Georgia where
a high school student was accused of having consensual sex with a fellow
student and faced an automatic 10-year sentence,makes people wonder why
innocent are people being unjustly convicted. Is it our justice system's
fault? Wherever the fault may lie it seems that it will take the cooperation
of all parts of society to make sure that justice is served, innocent people
aren't convicted, and the proper punishment for offenders is bestowed.
According to Genesis Consultants, Inc, "In the U.S. in 2000 over 3 million child abuse and neglect reports were filed and one million were confirmed. There are 3,000 children abused each day and four of them willdie. /
Forty percent of these children were under the age of six. Unfortunately I
)
there is no easy solution to this ongoingproblem. It is easy to get lost in
but
it
is
I
prevention
when
it
to
can
and
can't
do
comes
you
thelaws of what
important to talk about these kinds of issues, brainstorm solutions and genI
erally get involved which was precisely the point of this salon.
"It was an informative session and an interesting way to bring a number I
of different people together to get their take on social issues such as this,"
said Christine Newbry, a second year law student.

New portal helps students feel connected
Staff Writer
Seattle University students havean
exciting addition to the web resources designed to enrich theircollege experience.
MySU, a student portal of infor-

mation, located at http://
mvsii.sealtleu.edu,consolidates all of
the student specific links onthe offi-

cial Seattle University web pageand
incorporatesoff-campus resources.
"This is great, a site that has only
student resources,maybe now I'llbe
able to find exactly what I'mlooking for," said Junior Michelle
Mazetis, a psychology major who
had given up on using the official
SeattleUniversity webpagebecause
it was too confusing.
The ITdepartment boastedit has
successfully created a site that enhancesstudents' knowledgeofavailable online resources such as access
to the current academic and activi-

ties calendar and available

phasized that it would have been
helpful in her first two years at SU.
"The official page is confusing,
winter quarter.
this site haseffectivelyorganized all
"The next step for MySU willbe
of the pertinent information for stua more personalizedpage," Fowler
dents into one useful website,"
remarked. "It will follow the same
Cronander said.'Thewebsite isvery
type of format as My Yahoo"; a site
designed and the formatting
nicely
where you can log into MySU, disis
very
easy to follow."
play only the items you want, and
this site to diminish
designed
IT
be able to access your Webmail and
the
confusion
students had when
logSU Online without separately
for
items
on the official
searching
ging into those sites."
University
web
site. The site
Seattle
of
inplethora
MySU provides a
to
addition
the Seattle
is
a
welcome
in
a
orwell
formation for students
the online
department,
making
IT
redeveloped
online
ganized and
thegrowing
to
tools
ofSU
available
to
the
source. The siteincludes links
on-campusInternet community. The
students' Webmail, SU Online, the
site is especially helpful for incomRedhawks' athletics page, campus
ing freshman and transfer students
maps, ASSU, KSUB, the Spectator,
who don't know where to
bookstore and the financial
find the online resources
aidoffice. Studentshave the
and who are unfamiliar
option ofremotely accessing
with the Seattle area.
the Lemieux Library dataa site that
"This is
Thewelcomepageoffers
base; allowing them to easresources,
the option to comhas
students
ilysearch for journals,items
via
ment
email or be interon reserve, and resource
I'll
be
able
to
now
by
viewed
the IT departguides. The site also inment
aboutthe
site's content
lookwhat
I'm
cludes items found inthe SU
"
design.
people that
The
and
Law Library.
wereinterviewed
forthis arStudents can view and
page
the
is well
thought
ticle
city
attractions insearch
organized.The overall percluding Seattle sports ven-MichelleMazetis, junior
ception is that the site is a
ues, local movie theaters
major
psychology
much-neededaddition tothe
and links to Fandango,Seonline resources at Seattle
attle transportation links,
jected to be released as early as the
fall, but willprobably slip to the 2005

Kevin Curley

restau-

rants in the Seattle area.

MySU will be officially released
during the first week of the spring
quarter. Jim Fowler, Chief InformationOfficer for SU. hopes students

will respond with suggestions on
how to improve the site.The second
phase of the MySU project is pro-

andnumerousoutdoor recreation activities.
Thewebsitehas a cleandesign that
welcomes students to the many opportunities offered on and around
campus. In the past, students have
endlessly searched for theseitems on
the main SU page without much
luck. Confusing titles and infinite
links on the official page motivated
the IT department to mergethe important sites for studentsinto onesite.
It doesn't contain any broken links;
it's not overloaded by largegraphics
and loads easily, a necessity in the
age of wireless connectivity.
Junior Anneke Cronander, a psychology and creative writingdouble
major, found the site useful,but em-

great,
only student
maybe
find exactly
ing for.

University.
The page also offers the ability to
access specific information that can
aid a student's overall academic experience.One Internet resource that
students may not know about that is
easily accessible on the new site is
"Classes123." Classes123 offers a
student the opportunity to search for
class syllabi, notes and information
from professors for the classes that
they are currently taking.
Fowler went on to say that the design ofthe page might change in the
future.

"Abouthalf ofthe students weinterviewed likedthecolors of thepageand
halfdidnot," hesaid. "In the future we
may offer a couple different types of
personal background skinsthatreflect
whatthe users wouldlike to see."
The future look and feelof the page
depends on the findings of the interviews done by Fowlerandhis teamof
experts.The Office of Student Activitiesisalso assistingin theproviding the
content for the page.
"Beth Pang (Director ofthe Office
of Student Activities) is helping a lot
with the content that students will see
whentheyaccess the site," Fowler said.
"We'vetried to make this site a portal
for students and wemusthavethe help
ofBethandher teamto makethis work
for the students."
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Same-sex couples demand marriage licenses
ScanReid
Staff Writer
It's an unusually sunny,blue-sky
Monday morning on Broadway
Avenue where Brian Peters lights
up his cigarette. He looks down,
surveying donation cups andneon
pink, yellow and orange poster
signs. Agroupofpeople are already
gathering near him, most of them
gay and eager to start theday's symbolic march to the county clerk's
office, where they will demand
marriage licenses.
Thisis the beginning ofSeattle's
march advocating same-sex marriage, an event that would ultimately conclude withthenews ofa
lawsuit brought by six gay and lesbiancouplesagainst the county that
denied themlicenses.
"This morning, at 8:30 a.m., I
agreed tobe sued,"Ron Sims,King
County Executive said to a cheering crowd later that day outside the
Bank ofAmerica tower.
Sims, whoby state lawis theonly
man who can issue marriage licenses inKing County, was named
as one of the many defendants in
the lawsuit filed by Lambda Legal
and the Northwest Women's Law
Center onbehalf ofthe couples.The
suit claims each couple suffered
discrimination under the state's

equal protection law. Same-sex
marriages areprohibitedaccording
to Washington's 1998 Defense of
Marriage Act, which defines marriage as between a man and a
woman.
"Let me say it would be illegal
for me to issue you licenses for
marriage," Sims said into a megaphone in front of the crowd.
"But let me say, Icould have
stopped there, but Ididn't.Iknow
what bigotry looks like! Iwillparticipate in taking it to the courts,
because Iknow they will be just."
Standingnext to him wasPeters,
themarch's organizer, who directed
a paradeofactivists supporting the
cause from Broadway's Espresso
Vivace to the downtown King
County Administration Building. A
total of 35 gay and lesbian couples
enteredthe building asking formarriage licenses andwere turned away
empty-handedbefore theyheardthe
news of the lawsuitfrom Sims later.
"I honestly think all it took was
people getting up and getting active," Peters said of the march. He
also acknowledged the parade benefited extremely from the lawsuit
news, the weather, and the recent
decision by Mayor GregNickels to
extendbenefits to gay city employeesmarried outof state."It happens
to be alesson of perfect timing."

Itwasin the wake ofhomosexual
couples being granted licenses in
Portland,Ore.andlast week's similar protest in New York City, when
talksof asymbolic marchinSeattle
began.
A smallblurb urging any ambitious, lone activist to organize a
stunt appearedThursday,Mar. 1 in
city weekly The Stranger.By midday, Peters andhis partner ofthree
years,DJ Klaudt, hadanswered the
call. In cooperation with Stranger
writer Amy Jenniges, the authorof
the blurb, and other close friends,
Peters threw together the routeand
goals of the march in a hasty four
days.
At the time, thepaper was already
headlonginto pressuring local politicians like Sims to follow the actions ofPortlandandSanFrancisco.
Sims, who is Black, shared his
memories ofhisinvolvement in the
efforts to strike down interracial
marriage bans in 1967 andpledged
his support to the crowd.
"Here's what marriage is to me:
Two people who love each other,
and who may raise children. And
just because of their sex, they're
being treated differently. Idon't
believe in that, and Iwon't stand
for it."
Barbara Steele, 62, a cheerfullooking, white-haired womanand

www.spectator-online.com
SUE NAEF SCHOLARSHIPS
APPLICATION DEADLINE:12 APRIL

her partner BethReis,52,bothheld
a signreading "26 Years Together
- Marry US!" during the whole
march. The couple walked right
behind Peters and Klaudt when
couplesbeganfiling into the clerk's
office.
"We were married by two Baptistministers yearsago,but now we
want it to be official," Steele said
earlier, though both expected a
negative outcome.
Before heading out, Peters said
that whether marriage licenses were
gained or not, the march would
voice a desire for equal rights by
the gay community.
The parade, which at times
stopped traffic alongtheroute for a
city block, was typical of Seattle
protests sporting neon poster slogans and chants. Meanwhile,photographers hurriedly walkedbackwards at the front of the march,
snapping images of Peters and his
boyfriend holding hands and leading the pack.
At the march's end outside administration building, more supporters and press stood ready,
alongside a small group of three
individuals holding upsigns ofBiblical scripture and a "Jesus Saves
UsFrom Hell" poster.
"People, we have some opposition,"Peters spoke into the mega-

phone,half-mockingly. "Just smile
and nod."
Almost 15 minutes after couples
began heading into the building,
each and every one walks out instead with packets explaining the
legality of the state's Defense of
Marriage Act. One male couple
asked for ablank application for a
license,in the hopes offilling it out
later.
"We're gonna change the law!"
Peters defiantly bellowed, when
they all reconvened outside.
David Wertheimer, 48, was one
ofmanyin the crowd lookingon in
admiration. Wertheimer has worked
25 years for the cause,most prominently when he ran a Gay Social
Service organization in New York
City. Now, he lives in Seattle with
his spouse Paul Beaudet, but both
say they didn't come to get a license.
—
"We're already married we
went to Canada this past August,"
Beaudet, 25, said next to him,
beaming, "It wasthe tenthanniversary of our Commitment Ceremony."
While the events of today won't
directly affect them, both saw the
necessity to come out and support
the effort.
"This is amazing," Wertheimer
said, still staring ahead.
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APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE: OFFICES OF THE DEANS,
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT, & HONORS PROGRAM

The Sue Naef Scholarship is awarded to upper level undergraduate
students of Seattle University whohave demonstrated excellence in
academics and a commitment to service and leadership.

QUALIFICATIONS:
"

90 credithours completed at Seattle University by fall quarter
2004.

" Seattle University GPA of 3.40 or above
" Full-time Seattle University enrolment during year of award
" Not enrolled in School of S&E (for whom Barman Scholarship
Program serves similar purposes) nor recipient of Sullivan
Scholarship

"
" $900 Seattle University Bookstore allowance
" Participation in group activities during award year

BENEFITS:
Need based scholarship grant

HIV VACCINE

TRIALSUNIT-SEATTLE

Madsen,
Questions: Ask an advisor or faculty member or contact David
Moderator,in person (Casey 123), by phone 296-5306, or e-mail

dmadsen@seattleu.edu

206.667.2300
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Garcia helps lead track team to success
10,000," Garcia asserstated the coaching staffearlier this season.
tively
said.
So far, Garciahas done just that.
At Grace Davis
After such a successful indoor season, she
After sauntering into the Bistro, she's im- is now looking forward, and focusing on the High School, Garcia
was the recipient of
mediately flocked withfriends' salutations, months to come.
her
team'sMost Inspiand returns the greetings with a warm smile
"Mygoal is to qualify for nationals in the
and
rational
genuine
response.
and a
Coach's awards
Standing 411"it's easy to see freshduring her tenure,
man track star Alana Garcia as the sweet
proving
that not
person
and sincere
she is. But don't let
only does she have
that fool you.
the talent toaccomGarcia's got some spunk to her walk,
plish her goals, but
a fire inside that drives her and endurshe also has the
ance that outlasted all other athletes in
dedication.
the 5,000 at the GreatNorthwest Athletic
It was this charConference indoor championships. But
acteristic thatdrove
her persistence isn't the only thing the
Garcia to running
selfless Garcia attributes to her success.
her freshman year
She won the 5000-meter run at the
inhigh school. CoGNAC indoor trackand field championincidentally,
comship meet onFeb. 21 in Nampa, Idaho.
Courtesy of SU Track and Field
petitive running
Garcia's time of 19:33.9 claimed the
title,
was not her first
and helped in leading the
GNAC
Alana Garcia (left) running at a recent meet at
choice.
womento a sixth-place finish.
,
initially
tried
"I
the University of Washington.
"Being ona team that is so close time
out for volleyball,
wise has really helped. We push each
anddidn't makethe
other constantly," Garcia said.
team," Garcia mentions.
track, gives you an extra level of energy,"
high
After training with the boys in
A friend had revealed that there was al- Garciaclaims.
school, she also mentions that it's nice
ways the cross-country team, so Garcia
She notes that her coaches are also always
to be around a group of girls.
a
shot.
gave
willing
it
to work with the athletes to provide
she
was
lookShe chose SU because
She trained alot after her freshman year the optimal experience on both levels of the
ing for a change, striving for thisnew adin high school, and the endless hours of student-athlete spectrum.
venture inher life.
workouts definitely paid off.
In addition, the close-knit track team ofComing to SU was a new adventure
running,"
she fers valuable support.
"That's what Ilike about
that Garcia was definitely willing to parpoints out, "your hard work always pays
"My teammates are always there to help
take in.
each other out. If somebody is really good at
off."
"If Ididn't make the change now, I
Thiscommitment tohardwork gives her English, they'lldefinitely tutor another teamnever would," thebenevolentGarcia acsuccess
in the classroom as well. Garcia mate," Garcia notes,adding that "it is nice to
knowledges.
Track
and
Field
Courtesy
of
SU
was
named a California Scholarship Fed- haveupperclassmen suggest what professors
Andthe coachingstaffcouldn'tbe more
eration Lifetime Member and a Golden and classes to take."
elatedthatshe is on the team.
Garcia claimed the GNAC title
State Star in high school. She attributes
"Ilove track because the people you sur"Alana is a very talented recruit out of in February by winning the
these awards, and her ability to manage round yourselfwithare allhard workers,and
Modesto,Calif. Alanais one of a handful
they allhave a lot of the same qualities," she
her time, to running.
of newcomers that could emerge as one of 5000-meter run at the GNAC
"Being involved in sports, especially adds.
the top runners on the team this year," championships.

SusieRantz
Staff Writer

Recreation center focus group gets ideas stirring
Madeleine Hottman

Staff Writer
Planning has started for a new recreation and fitness center at Seattle University.Though the planning is in its beginning stages, the administration wants student feedback and
for the student body to have amajor voice in the process of
creating the new center.

Anne Carrager,Director ofRecreational Sports, and Nancy
Gerou, Athletic Director, who are headingup the project,led
a focus group March 2 in the LerouxRoom inorder to listen
to students who use and work at Connolly. The handful of
Connolly users agreed in one major area: Connolly needs

improvement.
According to Gerou, theConnolly Center wasbuilt in 1968
and opened in 1969. It wasbuilt to house a physical education program,not a large recreation and fitness program. Thus
it has small offices, small rooms, no windows,it is not spectator-oriented, and has few gyms. In the 35 years Connolly
has been open, times have changed and,according to Gerou,
so have the needs of the building. Inaddition to the fact that
SU no longer has a formal physical education program,replaced with the recreationand fitnessprogram, varsity sports
and all the classes use the building that wasmade forhalf the
activities that go on there today.
Gerou wants the building to change to accommodate students and faculty more.
"We see lots of glass, lots of activities, so it's someplace
where people want to go," Gerou said of the center in her
openingremarks.
The purposeof the focus group was to give students the
opportunity to hear what the administration had in mind,but
also to let students share their concerns.
"To get an idea of, andif,what we want, we hired a firm to
see what $20 million would look like," Gerou said of the
progress on the center so far.
"We also are going to decide whether to include therecreation center in the capitalcampaign, but we do know that it
would not affect tuition for students; money for the rec cen-

'The biggest thing Ihavefound
with Connolly is that when people
visit campus, they skip going to
Connolly. From being an OA and
giving tours, it is really easy to skip
—
over it it's farther away
" and not
really great to look at.

- Sophomore Nate Zell

ter would come from the capital campaign," Gerou added.

Anne Carragher mentioned in her opening remarks that
she has been at Connolly for 12 years, and there have been
major changes in what students want.
"Connolly does not fit theneeds wehave," Carragher said
of the current facilities.
According to Carragher, the types of classes offered at
Connolly and the amount of use it currently gets have increased in past years and continues to grow.She cited allof
the classes, such as spin class, yoga, and hip-hop that require
a large space and much planning that the Connolly Center
just cannot provide currently. In order toget a picture ofwhat
the new facility needs, Carragher wants student input.
"We're juggling the idea ofwhere to put anew facility. We
also have to decide what we want in it," Carragher said.
She mentioned laterthat nothing has beendetermined and
that student opinions have a lot of weight at this stageof the
planning. Inorder to receive asmuch student opinion aspossible, Carragher asks that students fill out a survey that will
help the planning committee find what students at SU want,
as the facility will be for them.
The students at the focus group were from clubs that use
Connolly or students who work there.
"The f~>i t/iiost thinsIhsvc found with Connolly is thut when

people visit campus, they skipgoing to Connolly. From be—
ing anOA and giving tours, it is really easy to skip over it
it's farther away and not reallygreat to look at," said sophomore Nate Zell of Connolly. Zell is a referee and a participant in intramural sports at Connolly.
Somestudents expressedconcerns about where a new recreation center might go. They thought that the campus does
not have much free space to build a building of that magnitude.
"We're looking at several sites on which to build: the
Connolly Center lot, the tennis courts, Logan Field, andin
front of Connolly towards 14th Avenue. Themost likely area
isin front of Connolly, as it would not take another areafrom
other programs,but it wouldalso mean losing a pool or offices," Gerou mentioned.
Some students raised concerns about building the center
so far away from campus, while others thought it was not
too far to walk ifthe new building werenear the currentbuilding.

"It's really a small campus, and walking the extrablock is
not a huge deal.Ifit is,maybe people need to be moremotivated. Itis a small factor in deciding where to put the new
space," said Jeff Fritz with game management.

Some students raisedother concerns, such as the environmental impacts ofbuilding anew facility and who wouldget
to use it.
"As an environmental studies major, I'm concerned with
making thenew facility environmentallyfriendly.I
also would
likemore light in the new facility," Kevin Uhl said.
When addressing who would use the new facility,
Carragher and Gerou agreed that University Sports would
still use it alongside Recreational Sports because it wouldbe
impossible to separatethem.The new recreationcenter, then
would be for everyone.
Carragher emphasized the survey, which can be found at
the residence hall front desks and at the Connolly Center.
The survey will tell the planners whatis in demand for the
new center and what they can expect students to use in the
future
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Track and field looks toward
season full of invitationals
SusieRantz

meter, where she finished ninth at the

University, ranjust a second slowerthan
herpersonal record and finished seventh
with a time of 2:24.59 at the championships.
While the distance runners willbe the
crutch that holds the women'steam up,
Theresa Mangahas, a freshman from
Archbishop MurphyHigh School, provides an indispensable addition in the
field events. With the ability to score
points in the pole vault,javelinand shot
put,Mangahas is a versatileathlete who
can place in any event.
Roundingout a young women's team
is sophomore Katherine Archambault,
who will also be looked on to score
points in the 400-meter and800-meter.
Running a 105.24 at championships,
Archambault may find a niche as the
women's premier 400 runner.
While the womenrely on the younger
athletes on the team to shine, the veterans on the men's team will be looked
upon for leadership and speedy times.
Like the women, the men lack in field
events,but make up for it with talent in
the middle and long distances.
The indoor season saw strong efforts
from juniorMichael Hughes,and seniors
KJ Lorethand Matt Blame. Hughes finished fifth in the 5000-meter witha time
of 16:01.04. TheRedhawks also had a
strong showing in the 400-meter dash,
where KJ Loreth took fifth in a time of
50.59 seconds, and Matt Blame placed
seventh in 51.27 seconds.
Another senior, SteveManos, willbe
looked upon for points in the outdoor
season with his impeccable strength in

GNAC championships.
Emily Ferguson, a junior at Seattle

the distance races.
His 31:00.95 in the 10,000 was also

Staff Writer
As the sun peeks its glowing head
through the rain clouds, and the snow
slowly slithers off the mountains and
melts into surrounding rivers,members
of the track and field team are lacing
up their shoes,pulling out the mats and
raking the pits to prepare for the upcoming track and field season.
In their fifth year of official competition, the Redhawks will once again focus on individual efforts over a team
championship. Still a fairly new program, theHawks will look toward their
established distance runners for points
andindividual championships.
Freshman Alana Garcia already set
the standard in Seattle's first year of
indoorcompetition, winningthe 5,000meter run at the Great Northwest Athletic Conference indoor track and field
championship meet on Saturday in
Nampa,Idaho. Garcia's time of 19:33.9
claimed the GNAC title, and led the
womento a sixth-place finish with 28
points.

Freshman Rachel Suesstook thirdin
the 5000-meter, finishing with a time
of 19:39. Both Suess and Garcia look
to win individual titles in the 5,000meter for the outdoor season.
Lindsey Dittmer is another newcomer to Seattle whocan providepoints
in the middledistance. A transfer student from George Mason University,
Dittmer has solid times in the 800-

the second fastest timein the league.
Whilehehas theability to make solid
contributions in a number of events,
sophomore Richard Franck will make
his largestimpact inthe distance races.
The ninth runner on the Hawks
cross-country team,Franck has the talent to surpass opponents and teammates. Faruk Punjani and Rueben Josephhope to provide some much desiredand valuablepoints inthe sprints.
Punjani, a sophomore from Lake
WashingtonHigh School,returns to the
lineup with times of 11.66 and 23.34
in the 100 and 200. Joseph, a transfer

from GNAC opponents SaintMartin's
College,can score inboth the 400 and
the 800-meter, and placedninthin the
800-meter at the indoorchampionships
with a time of 1:59.76.
Themenbring injust five freshmen,
and look toward Garrett Brown and
Nicholas Dols to lead theirclass. As a
senior at Edmonds- Woodway High
School, Brown was the district champion in the triple jump, and finished
second in the longjump. He will play
a key role in taking awaypoints from
other teams in these events, and scoring for the Redhawks.
Dols, a graduate of Jesuit High
School,has runa personal best of 1:55.
He placed twelfth in the 800 at GNAC
indoor championships with a time of
2:00.49, andhas alreadyran a 52.81in
the 400-meter, and 4:37 in the milein
indoor competition.
Seattle's first meet for the spring
season will be March 6 at Pacific
Lutheran University for the Pacific

Lutheran Salzman Invitational.

Volleyball coach Nimocks resigns
Austin Burton
Opinion Editor

and treated youlike an equal," she said. "He
proved that you don't have to be degrading
or yell to get a team to perform."
In the end, he just didn't have the enNimocks willresumehis duties for the rest
ergy anymore.
of the spring, including recruiting for next
After building the Seattle University
year's team, and will step down as soon as
volleyball program from scratch, after
the school hires a replacement.
five years ofbeinga coach tosome and a
This past fall, Nimocks led SU to a 17-9
—
being
others
all
while
a
figure
father
to
overall record, 13-5 in the Great Northwest
—
to
a
other
ofkids
group
teacher
whole
Athletic Conference. The Redhawks adSteve Nimocks resigned as SU volleyball
vanced to the NCAAPacific Region tourna1
on
March
ment,
coach
but lost in the first round to eventual
"Personally, Ifeel like Ineed a brea c
champions Cal-State San Bernardino.
from coaching,and the teamneedssome
In SU's first-ever playoff appearance, in
body that has the energy to build on wh
2001, the team went to the NAIA regional
we have done and take the program t
tournament and placed third.
Nimocks led SU to
the next level," Nimocks said in a pres
"Steve has done an extraordinary job of
release issued by the University.
developing the volleyball program from its
two playoff appearNimocks was hiredin 1999 to start th
inception into a highly competitive program
ances in five years.
Redhawks volleyball program, and in fiv
that produces highquality student-athletes,"
seasons, led SU to two playoff appearsaid Dr.Nancy Gerou, interim athletic direcances.
:he continues to stay involved in the program in
His overall record of 55-68 (.447) is more ofa reflection
city."
of the program's early growingpains than anything else.In
According to Gerou, the University will begin accepting
the past two seasons, the Redhawks went 39-16 (.709)and applications to fill the positionimmediately.
established themselves as one of the better NCAA Division
Before the school announced Nimocks' resignation, the
IIteams on the West Coast.
coach held a team meeting so he could tell his players first.
Inaddition to the longhours hehas put in at SU,Nimocks
"I was very shocked by the news," Krahn recalled, "but I
also has a full-time job as a physical education teacher at knowhowhardit is for him tobothcoach us as well as teach
Bailey Gatzert Elementary School in Seattle.
at his school.I
have nothing but respect for his decision."
"He puts everythinghe has intoboth jobs,and Ican only
wasone
ofsix Redhawks named to the All-GNAC
Krahn
imagine how hardit must be for him," saidAmelieKrahn, a Academic Teamin 2003, the highest numberof players from
junior middle blocker for the Redhawks. "Although—the any school in the league.
coachingjob was not a full-time position, it had easily if
Three Redhawks made the GNAC All-Conference team
not more than a full-time workload. All of the work and in 2003: junior setter Erika Brunson, junior middle blocker
traveling was just wearing down on him, both physically Lizzy Safranski and sophomore libero Maggie Safranski, who
and mentally."
was also a NCAA All-Region selection.
Krahn played underNimocks for three years,andlike most
"This is the finest group of young women Ihave ever
ofhis players, holds him in highregard.
worked with,"Nimocks said. "They are very intelligent in"Steveis one of the most respectful coaches Ihave ever dividuals and great players. They made this decision exhad. It was so refreshing to have a coach that respected you tremely difficult."

.
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REDHAWKS
SPORTS A
LEISURE
CALENDAR
Thursday. Mar. 11th
Softball vs. SaintMartins Ip.m. @ LoganField
Jazzercise 7:15- 8:15 a.m.@ Connolly Classroom
Yoga Plus 4-5:15 p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room
Evening Yoga 6-7 p.m. @ StudentPavilion Multiuse
Lindy Hop 1 7:30-8:30 p.m. @ Pigott Auditorium

Friday. Mar. 12th
Yoga 2-3 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Saturday. Mar. 13th
Softball vs. Central Washington (away)
Pacific Lutheran Salzman Invitational (away)

Monday. Mar. 15th
Yoga 4:30-5:30p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Spinning 5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room

Basic Yoga 5:45-6:45 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
KyokushinKarate 5:30-7:30 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Tuesday. Mar. 16th
Jazzercise7:15-8: 15 a.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Pilates 1 4:00-4:50 p.m. @ Student Pavilion Multiuse
Spinning 6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room

Tap Dance 6:30-7:20 p.m. @ Pigott Auditorium
Capocira 6:30-8 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Lindy Hop 2 7:30-8:30 p.m. @ Pigott Auditorium

Wednesday. Mar. 17th
Yoga 4:15-5:15 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Kyokushin Karate 7-9 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Tai Chi 12-12:55 p.m. @ Student PavilionMultiuse

|

Women's basketball coach Dave Cox
announced his retirement Tuesday. Cox
hasbeen at Seattle University for 27 years
and has been head coach since 1980. In
that time he compiled a 340-294 record
and led the team to three division titles.
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Seasonal additions discovered on campus
Meyling Sin-Miranda
Co-Features Editor
Although the winter rains have
passed, there is a new kindof wetness at
Seattle University: dog slobber.
Wagging tails have sprung up
amongthe blossoming daffodils as an
increasing number of community
members ( faculty and staff) walk their
dogs around campus.
"It's nice that people can walk their
dogs here," bio-chemistry freshman
Patrick Naleway says. "Idon't think it's a
problem at this level."
As the sun displaces gray clouds,
dogs and their owners invadethe Union
Green, Quad and St. Ignatius field. For
some pets, it's an opportunity to meet new
furry friends, particularly squirrels, or
simply enjoy a game of catch or fetch with
frisbees, tennisballs or a wooden stick.

That's the case for Cindy Phillips,
who takes a moment away from her work
at a naturopathic clinic on Columbia Street
and Broadway Avenue, to visit the campus
ing passer-by.
and walk Zaida, the 8-year-old Havanese
Community member Pam Probo
walks her dog Zoe, a Chow mix, five to six office pet.
"Everybody comes up and says: 'Oh,
times a week and has brought her to the
look at this, she's so cute!' because you
campus eversince she was four months
know so many kids on campus can'thave
old.
dogs," Phillips says of students who greet
"Zoe likes it here, this is her favorite
them during their walks.
place," Probo says. "What's nice about
With its beautiful scenery, the
hereis that people are very friendly and
campus
has become a dog's wonderland at
are normally not afraid."
Zoe, a big "grass eater", is among
the center of the dense downtown community. For many students, watchingthese
many other dogs that can be seen
between 1 and 3 p.m. sniffing tree trunks visiting dogs reminds them of their own
pets back home.
or taking a shy drink fromthe Quad
Others, like political science senior
fountain.
Although many owners walk their
Carolyn Lukens, simply enjoy watching
the dogs. "If a dog comes up to me and
dogs around lunchtime, others prefer the
sniffs my feet, Iautomatically want to pet
freshair of a morning stroll or the rush of
it," Lukens says.
a sudden break from work.
For others,off-leash moments are
spent racing and trailing other dogs or
searching for a quick pet from a welcom-

When Robert Fenn, director of
Facilities Management and Public Safety,
needed someoneto walk his 8-month-old
Beagle-foxhoundnamed Penny, communications student Lauren Montoya was
happy to help.
"It's a really good environment,
people don't mind dogs and they like to
pet them," Montoya says. "It's pretty safe
here and there areno cars that might hit
you," she adds.
Despite the growing canine playfulness, Public Safety Manager Michael
Slettensays complaints about dogs are
rare.He only recalls one particular
complaint during a 2003 spring public
event, when a person brought his pet into
the PigottAuditorium and a student of the
audience began to suffer from his allergies.
According to Sletten, the owner immediately took his dog out.
Although SU has no policy regarding
dogs on campus, Public Safety officers
generally ask owners if their dogs are wellbehaved and friendly before unleashing
them. Slettenexplained that so far their
policy has been 'justpick it up.'
However, the rampant number of
dogs on campus has prompted a need to
respond to people who don't like dogs.
According to Liz Skofield, assistant to the Vice President of Student
Development, a small group of SU staff
has drafted a policy to accommodate the
needs of people who fear dogs or have
allergies.

Skofield pointed out that the residencehalls' policy of no pets remains in
effect, but that the proposedpolicy does
not concern service pets. The executive
committee has yet to approve the new
policy.
Meanwhile,the campus continues to
be apopular spot for dogs and theirhuman
companions, like communitymember
Walter McGinnis and his bouncing6-yearold mutt, Charlie, to roam the campus and
enjoy a sunny day together.
"I really appreciate Seattle University being as nice as they are about dogs on
campus," McGinnis says as Charlie
disappears trying to catch a squirrel.
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Bon Appetlt follows students' low carb craze
Kate Opatz
Staff Writer

How do low carb
diets work?

Want to lose weight? Go to Burger King! Join the

low-carb craze and grab a bunless Whopper or pick up a
burger wrappedin lettuce from Hardee's.
Dr. Atkins may have died amidst a controversy
about the health of his heart, but his low-carb legacy is
still everywhere you turn, includingCherry Street Market.
As a response to student requests, Bon Appetit has started
carrying low-carb bread, tortillas and pasta.
"People still might not know about the changes,but
we're workingon signage," said Buzz Hofford, General
Managerof Bon Appetit.
The changes are representational of the country's
recent increased aversion to carbs. About 32 million
Americans are on a high-protein, low-carbohydrate dietof
some sort. The premise of the Atkins diet is: by metabolizing fat, rather than carbohydrates, as your primary
energy source, you are less likely to gain weight. Dr.
Robert Atkins, who founded the diet,said that the body
naturally burns carbohydrates for fuel before turning to fat
for energy. In order to get your body to burn fat first,
rather than carbohydrates, youhave to cut the carbs from

Obtaining Ketosis

your diet.

Unprocessed foods, mostly proteins, are where
Atkins dieters get their energy.There are four phases to

the Atkins plan: induction, ongoing weight loss,
premaintenance and lifetime maintenance. The amount of
carbs that you eat is the only restriction.
On the other hand, there are also many consumers of
low-carb products who are not extreme Atkins loyalists.
OneSU freshman, who preferrednot to be named,
submitted a request to Bon Appetit asking for the new
low-carb. products. Her parents have bothbeen on the
Atkins die, and her mother lost 80 pounds. "It was easy to
start. That food was all we were eatinglast year,"she
said.
This student has never followed the steps of the
Atkins diet, however. Her low-carb choices are based on
an overall desire to be healthy and to cut back on refined,
processed ingredients found in most high-carb products.
"It's a way of eating healthier and avoiding whitesugar
and flour," she said..
Students on low-carb diets find many oftheir meals
at the grill. A piece of chicken without a bun fits perfectly

Bon Appetit widens their selection.
into a diet of this type, though some wouldstill like to see
the introduction oflow-carb buns.
Low-carb diets are not always seenas a healthy way
of eating. For example, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recommends a saturated fat intake ofabout
halfof what Atkins recommends. In addition, many
nutrients found in restricted fruits and vegetables are
required for a healthy lifestyle. "It just depends on how
you use it," said the SU dieter.
Bon Appetit is still working out the kinks in the lowcarb menus. "We had someproblems with the bread
because it had higher moisture content than other breads,
which means that it doesn'thave much shelflife," said
Hofford, "We had toreturn a bunch ofit."

Regardless ofyour approach to a low-carb lifestyle,
eating pastaand bread withyour meal plan is possible
once again.

Concerns of low carb diets:
Low consumptions offruits and vegetables

High consumption offat

The problem seems to stemfrom
trans-fatty-acids, the high consumption

ofgrain oils and refined carbohydrates.

)► Most low-carb diet plans recommend taking various supplements.

The most restrictive low carb
diets put the body in a state ofKetosis, a natural state the body goes into
during times of starvation or when
carbohydrate intakefalls to very low
levels. The body switchesfrom glucose as its main source offuel to
almost entirely fatty acidsfor energy.
You burnfat instead ofcabohydrates
on a low carb diet. To get into this
state you need to consume less than
20-40 grams of carbohydrates a day.
You can buy Ketone Urine Test Strips
to see ifyou are in a state ofketosis.

Maintaining Seratonin
In the less restrictive low calorie diets, it may be that a diet high in
fat is more satisfying and therefore
allows some individuals to be more
satisfied and allows them to reduce
total calorie intake withoutundue
hunger. Itis believedthat calorierestricted diets reduce Seratonin
levels which cause cravings, over
eating. Low carb diets tend to maintain Serotonin levels better inmany
people thus improving the success of
low carb diets.

Tip: 5-htp can help maintain Serotonin levels thus reducing hunger and
improving your success.

SAD (Continued from Page 1)
Phototherapy suppresses the brain's
secretionof melatonin,but research has not
found a definite link to this method with
an antidepressant effect. The alternative
prescription medication option may help.
However, other sideeffects may occur.
Tony also talkedabout the environment
of the dorms not helping him in the past
two years as the lower floors of some dorms
do not allow for an appeasing view in
conjunction with all the other challenges
of college.
Ashley Marks, a Senior International
Studies Major, acknowledges the hardships
of winter quarter and finds ways to get
away from the pressure of academic
demands by taking ferry rides or going to
the mountains for the weekendor even a
day. Like many students, Ashley Marks
looks forward to Spring break; she will be
taking a road trip to California with
friends.
"It's amazing how much weather affects
everyone's mood. The weather brings
everyonedown and makes the quarter seem
like the longest quarter. You can only study

inside and you get cabin fever," states
Ashley on winter quarter blues. "The sun
makes it easier to deal with pressures of
school."
But feeling the winter quarter blues
seems to be more normal than abnormal.
In fact, simple lifestyle changes have
proven to help soothunneeded tension and
depressed feelings.
"Spending time outdoors during the day
or arranging homes and workplaces to
receive more sunlight may be helpful,"
reports the NMHA website. "One study
found that an hour-long walk in winter
sunlight was as effective as two and a half
hours under bright artificial light."
Though the gray of winter quarter can
seem hopelessly insurmountable, in the
words of Albert Camus, "In the depth of
winter, Ifinally learned that within me
there lay an invincible summer."
For moreinformation on SAD contactyour
localor national MentalHealth Association,
our community health center, or the Seattle
Universitycounselingcenteat (206)296-9750
or email counsp@seattleu.edu.

The

National Mental Health
Association emphasizes that:

"

"

College students are feeling more overwhelmed and
stressed than 15 years ago, according to a recent
UCLA survey of college freshman.More than30
percent of college freshman report feeling
overwhelmed a great deal of the time. About 38
percent of college women report feeling frequently
overwhelmed.
At colleges nationwide,large percentages of college
students are feeling overwhelmed, sad, hopeless and
so depressed that they are unable to function.According to a recent national college health survey, 10
percent of college students have been diagnosed with
depression, including 13 percent of college women.
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Erica Terence

Editor-in-chief
It was a Surround-Sound experience
of the most reverent, resonant sort. The
theme of the Seattle University Choirs'
Lenten prayer concert was Living Water,
and appropriately so.
As listeners sat in the St. Ignatius
Chapel Saturday night, choir members
flowedup and down the aisles as their
voices washed allaround concertgoers.
Choir director, Joy Sherman,
explained that the way water surfaced and
resurfaced, was no accident. She selected
songs such as "Down in the River to Pray,"
the Gift of Water," "River in Judea,"
"Deep River"in closing in hopes of
building a unity into the concert.
"I was very pleased," Sherman said.
"Unfortunately we don't get a lot of

tr

rehearsal time in the chapeland it wasa
complicated concert with a lot to remember,but they're very smart," she continued,
giving her vocalists credit for their musical
coordination and a pleased audience.
While a longround of applause
indicated the audience's resounding
appreciation, choir members themselves
have a high level of appreciation for the
music they make.
Assistant conductor Elizabeth
Granger, a senior communication major,
expressed her passion for the music that
she and her fellow choir members spend at
least six hours each week learning and
practicing.
"Ihave a dependency on fine arts,"
Granger admitted happily.
"Ican't live without them. They're a
creative release," Granger added.
Sherman clearly shares Granger's

love ofmusic and singing.
"Music really makes the worldgoround. It permeates all oflife and lifts us
above the ordinary. We need that as human
beings," she said.
Sherman often reminds her singers
never to underestimate the power of their
ownmusic, telling a story of a past concert
attendee who was "at such a low period
that they were ready to give it all up."
The suicidal attendee came to the
concert and decided, afterwards, to live,
according to Sherman.
While the Seattle University choirs
can have profound effects on their listeners, it isalso an important social group for
members of the choir.
"Choir is my family on campus.
There's so much camaraderie," said
Granger, who hopes to get her graduate
degree in music from the University of

Washington.
Though Sherman, in her thirteenth
year of directing the choir,did allof the
conducting at the Living Water concert on
Saturday, Granger willhave the chance to
conduct two of the songs sung at one of
the choir's four springtime performances.
The choir will perform at St.
Joseph's on April 23 at 8 p.m. and
April 25 at 2 p.m. in addition to
singing once at St. James Cathedral
and performing at the collegiate

festival this spring.
Much of the choir's singing
occurs in a church,but Sherman
explained that not all the songs they
sing are religiously related.
"We don't do all sacred music
because Ithink the students need a
variety of music. And this is mostly
about the students," Sherman said.

In Kitchen Stories, men can bond in the kitchen too
Brian Connolly
iff Writer

1

An endearing tale of friendship across national and
tural borders,Kitchen Stories is a must-see for those
who enjoy the subtle satire and social commentary of a
smart comedy.
Set in post war Norway,the Home Research
Institute (HRI) of Sweden decides to find the most
appropriate configuration for the kitchen after they
discover how much walking is involved in the preparation
They send out 18 observers to watch andrecord
kitchen activities of Norwegianbachelors. These

trieals.

observers are meant to set upperchedchairs in thecomer of their
subject's kitchen andwatch themwhile recordingeverything
theydo.
The film focuses specifically onanunlikelymatch up
between theNorwegian,Isak, andhisSwedish observer,Nilsson.
TheHRI strictly forbids theobservers to talk to their
subjects or interfere with theiractivities,lest they ruin the
experiment.The plot thenthickens when the orneryIsak slowly
warmsup to Nilssonandvice versa.The two begin to talkand
the entire study goesout thewindow.
Even though the filmis subtitled, the comedy still
communicates itself quite well.Most ofthe wit andcharm ofthis
film existsinthe actorsthemselves andtheir actions,not what

HH^B^finHH^ll
■

they say. Theentirefilmhas that cute foreign-film feel to it.It
wouldbe kindof likefeeling you got whenyou watchedAmelie
the first time, but instead ofa cute little French girl you have two
50 year-old-men.
Even with such a modest rating,bringing smallchildren or
even teenagersisn'trecommended as thesubtitles will throw
themoff andtheirinterest in middle-agedmen talkingto one
another may belessthan "offthe charts."
KitchenStoriesisn't a film that breaks amazingly new
ground incinema nor is it disappointing. It is merelyanendearing
storyof two grownmen whobecome friends in anunlikely
situationand ifyou'rein themood for a foreign filmwith heart
and wit,then thismovie is for you.
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I.cam more about the new children's hook that was
writtenand illustrated In former Spectator Cartoonist.

Mike Weber
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Disney runs away with the truth in Hidalgo
comfort in unlikely places during
the race. Hopkins gains the
service of a lowly slave who
refers to Hopkins as "Cowboy."
However,the slave neverreally
considers the unlikely two as
worthy competitors against the
enormous and strong Arabian
stallions.
As the movie progresses,
Hopkins and Hidalgoprove to be
worthy of the competition.
Hopkins gains the trust and
support of several womenas
well, wooing them with his
unpredictability and uninten-

LaurenFarricker
Staff Writer
Hidalgo,Disney's new
moviestarring Viggo Mortensen,

Another discrepancy from
the movie is theoccurrence of the
3,000-mile Ocean of Fire race
across the Arabian Desert.
According to sources
withinthe King Faisal Center for
Researchand Islamic studies,
there are no records of a race of
that magnitude ever existing or
that Hopkins ever came to the
Arabian Peninsula.

has sparked much controversy in
recent days since its release. The
argument hasbeen extremely
spiked due to the fact that the
Disney is marketing the film as
based on a true story.
However, Viggo Mortensen
Hopkins, to be historicallystates that "this is not a true to
accurate, was not the greatest
life story, it is a compilation. I
endurance rider to ever live.
According to some historians, the spoke to a woman of the Lakota
tribe whoknew of Frank
controversy arises in whether the
Hopkins.
myths
on
Shehas now died,
sincerity.
tional
stories
are
based
of
Courtesy of Richard Cartwright
however it is truth that Hopkins
Compared to the Arabian
Hopkins' life and if there was
Frank T. Hopkins (Viggo Mortensen) and his trusty steed stallions,Hidalgo is not that
wasa firm believer in the
really ahorse named Hidalgo.
strength of the mustangbreed.
According to Dr. Juti
different. Although old and
Winchester, curator ofthe Buffalo His legend was passed down, and
beaten up, he proves to Hopkins
Lauren Farricker
cased at the Wild West Shows
this woman too knew ofhis
Bill Museum, there are no
that theheart is the truthbehind
whereheis declared to be "The
Staff Writer
beliefs. This is fact."
fastest endurance horseever."
the matter. Hidalgo has the heart, verifiable records that Frank
Mortensen made it clear
Hopkins was ever involved with
which allows Hopkins to gain
When foreigners arrive at the
Hidalgo, Disney's new
confidence when sizing up to the the Buffalo Bill Wild West Show. that the story wasa dramatization
adventure film starring box office slapstick performance and state
and that he does not feel as
that Hidalgo could never compete competition. Although Hopkins
In Hidalgo, Cody and Hopkins
hero Viggo Mortensen, tells the
though people should get caught
are clearly portrayed as close
with the notorious Arabian
is not accepted as an equal, his
story ofa Pony Express rider,
up
in the controversy surrounding
friends and Hidalgo's act is
stallions of the East, Hidalgo and bandit-like "cowboy" nature
Frank Hopkins, and the friendthe
truths of the story. According
pivotal
clearly
to the success of
fulfills all that the Wild West
Hopkins are challenged to
ship he has with his horse,
Mortensen,
to
"the story is not
the show.
legends have told.
compete in the Ocean ofFire
Hidalgo.
it is about the
Hopkins,
These
about
However,
points
the movie does
have been
race.
Frank Hopkins is a distant
to
horse."
any
proven
completely
other
be
inaccurate.
The race encompasses more not tell the story of
and distracted PonyExpress rider,
rider, which adds to the perwho is searching for meaning in his than 3,000 milesof the hostile
Arabian Desert. The twobecome sonal struggle that Hidalgo and
life. Coming from Native AmeriHopkins must endure. One
foreigners mocked for their
can origins,Hopkins comes face to
wonders whether Hopkins
Hidalgo
"American" arrogance.
face with the hostilitybetween the
1,000
of
and Hopkins are one
arrives more at peace with
White manand thenative tribe.
after enduring life as an
race,
enter
it
is
himself
horses that
the
Mortensen shows the character
outsider.
predicted by the locals that they
developmentwith the struggle of
Who knew that horses
won't reach the 1,000-mile mark.
Hopkins, who is a mix of the two;
could deliver Oscar worthy
and can seek solace in neither side.
The two face tremendous
performances? Well, that day
Hopkins is aninfamous
pressure dealingwith their
impurities when faced with harsh may have come. The pinto
endurance rider who was has won
perfection. Sand storms, locusts, mustang, also knownas TJ, will
numerous races withhis untamed
appear next in his Armani filled
horse, Hidalgo. The two strike a
and quicksand become new
obstacles,but are considered
acceptance speech. No comrough patch in their career, with
puter graphics were required to
minor compared to the conflictuncertainties towards the future
bring
this mustang to life,he
ing personalities of the Ameriand vividmemories of their
cans and the riders from the East. did all of his stunt work and
legendary past.
Hopkins in the supposed 3,000 mile Ocean of Fire race
The lonely riders find
facial expressions on his own.
Hidalgobecomes show-

Make
your
spring
quarter an
exciting
one:

Spectator's
Cover Editor!
Contact Erica Terence at

terence@seattleu.edu

The Bloody Lovelies fail to stand out

worth a skim or two. The piano that
dominates the tracks cuts sharp and leads
the lyrics. But, if your looking for an
album that's good through and through,
They say that the Bloody Lovelies'
Some Truth andLittle Moneyisn't the
new CD is bound to "revitalize your faith"
ticket.
inmusic. Really, what it did for me was to
Instantly upon hearingThe Bloody
revitalize my faith that bands will create
Lovelies,
1 was reminded of a band that
recorded,
music, good or not, and it will be
I've
followed
for years,and who puts on
and thenit will be up to us to decide ifit
of
the
best
live showsI've seen,Ben
one
should be listened to or not.
Five.
Folds
Lovelies,
a band of
The Bloody
Now, Imust admit, their albums are
young men living inCalifornia and signed
by Cheap Lullaby Records, say it all began not ones Ifind myself listeningto over and
over again, but see them in a small
with an ex-girlfriend and a love ofmusic.
crowded venue and you know what they're
"By ex-girlfriend Imean Cheryl, the
—
good for jamming on stageand entertainwaitress at Arby's that we were all stalking us from open to encore.
ing," saidbass guitarist Eric Holder.
Strange and silly, yes.And so are
which Iadmit are sweet and
lyrics,
their
catchy as well, "Dreams, sometimes they
make you scream, when things aren't what
they seem, and you are lost more than
ever, it'll take forever for you to shake
those dreams." But, this band got one thing
—
wrong their lead singer.
Randy Wooten, who contributes both
piano and vocals for the band, should stick
exclusively to the piano. His voice is
nasally, irritating,and repetitious.
The album itselfis filled withgreat
intros that lead mostly to disappointing
mediocre diddies, and Iwill admit, a few
gems. Tracks like "GreatBig Fall" and "A
Million Years From Now"make the album The BIOOdV Lovelies

Kate White
Staff Writer

Maybe The BloodyLovelies are that
same type ofband that is, after they find
a new vocalist, and maybe a new melody
or two.
With most of the songs sounding
exactly alike, Ifound myself flipping the
tracks half-way-through only to hear
another with a slightly altered sound, same
chords, same voice, samenot-so-deep

—

lyrics.
But, hey, Idon't like to throw a band
aside until I've seen them live,and maybe
The Bloody Lovelies can take a lesson
from Ben Folds getting up on the piano
shirtless in a tuxedo jacket swinging the
mic in circles over your head like a lasso
never leaves an audience disappointed.

—

oounesy otnanetary oroup ana CheapLullaby Records
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SSJUL
weekCy update
All questions, comments orconcerns canbe made at ext. 6382 or honours@seattleu.edu!

check tins out!

Areyou a vegetarian
or a vegan?
Do you occasionally
eat vegetarian or
vegan food?

ASSU and SEAC would
like to wish you good
luck with finals and a
fun and relaxing spring
break! See you next
quarter!

The Food Service committee has started a
special list-serve for students, faculty and
staff who want more information on vegan and
vegetarian food options. The Food Service
Committee will begin sending out a weekly/biweekly emails that will include a menu of
vegan and vegetarian food options.

// you would like to be added to the list-serve or have
any questions please e-mail Alicia Kephart at
kepharta@seattleu.edu

If you're traveling out of the country
over spring break remember these
travel tips.

* Once you leave the Uniteed States you

are not covered by U. S. laws and constitutional rights.
*
Bail is not granted in most countries
when drugs are involved.
*
A number of countries, incuding
Mexico, have enacted more stringent
drug laws which impose mandatory jail
sentences for individuals convicted of
possessing even small amounts of marijuana or cocaine for personal use
*
The burden of proof in many countires
is on the accused to prove his/her innocence and illegally obtained evidence may
be admissible in court.

EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
STUDENT
Student Center 350 (across from the Bistro, next to ASSU)

come watch

Take a study break and
! come to the Pancake Feed.

r

■

foreign film night
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T
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Valentin

March 12,
in Schafer Auditorium
at 7 p.m.

j

j

j
}
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$3 all you can eat
pancakes
And watch

A$ &Qod A$

'
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SEAC^COFFEEHOUSE !

Come to
WttH speicafguest Olof (jonzaCes

March 18, T-3O p.m. in the Bistro
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Classifieds
400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted

300. Volunteers

DECATUR
CONTEMPORARY HIGH-RISE APARTMENTS

ADVENTURE! Teach
English Overseas. Job
Guaranteed.TESOL Cert, in
RESIDENT MANAGER
5 days, or online/ corresp.
Next to SU. Free Rent,
FREE Seminar: Mar.11@
email jeff_coho@hotrnail.
12 p.m. & 7 p.m. Best
com or Fax (206) 633-2029. Western Inn, 200 Taylor
Also rooms for Rent $300 + Aye. W.
up. (206) 633-0424Ext. 206 1-800-270-2941

200. Help Wanted

500. For Rent

1& 2 Bedroom Apartments

Great First Hill Location

206 624 6844
1105 Spring Street
Seattle WA 98104
WE WILL PA V FOR YOUR BOOKS!!!
CALL FOR DETAILS

, LAKESIDESCHOOL
RUMMAGE SALE
BRAND NEW apartments
just blocks away from SU!! March 19-21
Incredible new and
Welch Plaza offers a new
used merchandise -all at
view of Seattle and the
bargain prices. Shop a huge
mountains from nearly
selection of books and
every window and a new
opportunity to enjoy bright, artwork at this years sale!
Sandpoint Magnuson Park
spacious and comfortable
Hangar 27 7400 Sandpoint
apartments. Call now to
Way NE www.lakeside
receive up to $2,000 off
your rent!! (206) 320-0333 school.org
www.welchplaza.com 421
23rd AveS., Seattle
LIVEFREEin private
luxurious furnished Guest
House on MercerIsland in
exchange for 25hrs child
care, flexible hours, Wendy
(206) 232-9479
wgottesman @myexcel.com

I

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT IS S.U. NIGHT!

TWO-BEDROOM

APARTMENT near Group
Health, $925 includes water
& heat. Bright, clean, quiet,
one block to bus and shops/
restaurants along 15th Aye.

E. Parking available.

www.seanet.com/users/
rsmallwood or 206-2192557.

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later. 1 don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My riiiit:weekcourse features
36 hours or class time with
weekly help sessions and five
muck exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
Ican
- answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Callnow
for a free seminar:

524-4915

600. Misc
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Question of the Week
Gov. Gary Locke has declaredthis Problem Gambling
Awareness Week. Should gambling be illegal in all its
forms, shouldit allbe legal, or is itfine likeit is now?

Capital punishment
moratorium needed

Send your answers as a Letter to the Editor, or an opinion
column to spectator@seattleu.edu. Letters should be 300
words'max, while columns shouldbe 500 words minimum.
—Spectator editorialboard

Editorial
Sure, we talk about it. Occasionally weeven jokeabout the diplomatic andpolitical headwayour nation could make with a woman
president. Even as we joke we feel uneasy. Undercurrents of discrimination in the form of disbeliefundercut this possibility.
That's not to say that we consciously discriminate,or discount a
female's capacity to serveas president ofthe United States. Somehow, however, we manage to avoid discussing the possibility of a
female president most of the time: This seems rather self-defeating, since as long as we ignore the subject, we continue to edit
women out of the process before they've ever entered it. While
you might say we need to elect a woman president before we can
judgehow wellshecanhandle the job,right now Ithink we should
be more concerned about getting the issueon the agenda.
Women are just as guilty as men here.
Conversations on the subject are still surprisingly short and discreet, despite the fact that this year brought us a female candidate
for the Democratic presidential nomination. Carol Moseley Braun
came and went without anyone taking a glance at her chances.
The rhetorical situation has risen. Where is the rhetoric? Where
is the discussion on flipping traditional gender role expectations
on their heads and weighing the viability of a woman president?
There will always be theissue of considering the person'spolitical stance independent of their gender. This seems like a nice idea
in theory,but this countryneeds to face the fact that in reality ithas
barely tried to conceptualize a female president andit certainly has
never done so enough to know the first thing about how to think
about it.Until wecan raise the issue to a serious level and sustain
an ongoingnational dialogue ona female presidency, don't expect
crowds of women to declare their candidacy.
Ironically, people in the Phillipincs already cleared thishurdle of
social norms, with female president Corazon Aquino, whoreceived
an honorary degree at SU last year. Why are we, the world's selfpronounced model of democracy with our "progressive" ways of
doing things, so narrow minded and underdeveloped in our conofroles and
Spectator
Editorial Board consists of Erica Terence,
The
KyleFord and Austin Burton. Signedcommentaries reflect
ception

leadership

possibilities?
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MadeleineHottman
Spectator Columnist
Recently, a Florida man convicted of murdei who was sentenced to deathreceived an appeal
from theU.S. Supreme Court.The
reason:his lawyerused the strategy
of having the man admit to committing a horrible crime with the
hope that the jury would not give
him the death penalty. Thisstrategy
did not work, as murder isa capital
crime inFlorida. Repealing the decision to killthis man forhis crimes
could be seenas a weakness in the
system, but it is only fair to allow
him to appeal this ruling.
According to the American Bar
Association, more than 100 death
row inmateshavebeen found innocent of their crimes and been released since 1976. They were set
free by technology such as DNA
testing or the discovery of dishonest witnesses,prosecutors,or police
officers whose lies were found
years after the final bang of the
gavel. Those inmates were sent to

spoken for fully or not all the evidence that might show the
defendant'sinnocence is presented.
Situations in which proof of innocence is not brought forth, the
defendant's counselis at fault. Ina
HumanRights Magazinearticle by
Alex J.Hurder,an attorney withthe
AmericanBar Associationandcolumnist for the magazine, Hurder
claimed that in order for a person
to have a proper defense, his attorney as selectedby the courts should
beexperienced incapital cases and
shouldbe handpicked to the client's
needs.
This does not happen. Instead,
lawyers are chosen at random to
save time and money, and many
states do not even have public defender programs because of thecost
to the state. Those states hire the
lawyer who is willing to take the
least amount of money for his services. Court-appointedlawyers are
usually inexperiencedor ineffective
in the courtroom, and they fail to
presentall of the evidence in their
clients' favors or to present legal
issues that cannot be brought up
later. This is a problem in the justice system that is only worsened
by the frequency of its occurrence.
In another study conducted by the
AmericanBarAssociation in 2002,
as many as 3.700 of the people on
death row nationally are there because of an inadequatedefense. A

quality lawyer literally means the
difference between death or life in
—
die unfairly. The question now is prison for those people who do not
how many morepeople will die un- have an effective lawyer.
justly? Cases such as these
are why state government

leaders should establish a In its rush to move cases
moratorium on the death
through the system, the
penalty in their states to
protect convicts who rethe
court
ceivedunfair trials or aninadequate defense. The
it was meant to protect
death penalty has existedin
the accused.
the U.S. since the creation
of laws in this country. It
will likely never be outWhen a lawyer fails to present
lawed as a punishment, so a morainformation or defend a
necessary
penalty,
which
torium on the death
properly,
it causes that
delay
is an authorized
of action client
person's
thenumberof
conviction
and sentenceto
greatly
would
reduce
innocentpeople killed at thehands be unfair. According to Amnesty
International,TyroneGilliam's lawof the government.
—
handled a capiA moratorium is set up, as inthe yer who had not
— apparently
case
beto
allow
tal
before
penalty,
of
the
death
case
for careful process and to ensure the lieved that because the judge was
fairness of the system. Meticulous Catholic he would not sentence
review of the cases on the dockets Gilliam to death. He therefore peron all levels of the justice depart- suaded his client to forego a jury
mentusually follows a moratorium. trial. Inexperience also caused
Illinois Gov. George Ryan put a Gilliam's attorney to fail to present
moratorium on the death penalty in somenecessaryevidencethat could
2000 until a committeeappointed have changed theverdict. The prosby Ryan could decide what was ecutionpresentedtestimonies from
wrong with the system. Declaring an accomplice who was given a
a moratorium on death row cases lighter sentence for hiscooperation.
would slow down the process and Gilliam also confessed after a car
allow a fair conviction to bemade wreck that left him withhead injubased on decent representation, a ries and a 13-hour interrogation.
fair trial and a chance to have the Gilliam wasunfairly convicted and
sentenced by the State of Maryland
death sentence repealed.
In a trial, the defense is the sum based onGilliam's confession that
of the defense attorney's attempts was given under wrongful circumtoshow his client's innocence in the stances and the use of a bribed witcrime the defendant has been ness. His attorney did not attempt
charged with. A defense is inad- to appeal the sentence, and Gilliam
equate when the defendant is not was executed in 1998 despite his

often fails

people

—

lawyer's mistakes. The quality of
the lawyer defendingaclient is one
of the main parts of a fair conviction. As in Gilliam's case, a fight
for life should start with the selection of the lawyer. Amnesty International issued a statement on Oct.
13, 1999 saying, "More than 80
death row inmates have been released in the United States since
1973 after evidence of their innocence emerged. Many had been
sentenced to death after beingrepresented at trial bylawyers inexperienced in the immense complexities of United States capital proceedings."Capital cases are treated
much differently than any other legalproceeding, so lawyers have to
be fluent in this type of case in order to provide theirclients with the
best possible defense. Selecting the
right lawyer takes time, so a moratorium should be established on
deathpenalty cases toprevent hasty
selection of attorneys. It would allow an opportunity for lawyers to
be handpicked and ensure that they
are appropriate to each case. Without this necessaryelement, itis possible for innocent people to be unjustly killed.
People opposing a moratorium
might argue that, in the words of
Alabama Senator Jeremiah Denton:
"Saying. . we should not have
the death penalty because wemay

.

accidentally execute an innocent
man is like saying that we should
nothave automobilesbecause some
innocentpeoplemight be accidentally killedin them. .. There aregoing to be some mistakes committed. The question is on bal—l
ance; which way do webetter"
promote the general welfare?

Senator Denton argued a

valid point,but inAmerica,every person accused of a crime

is entitled to his day in court.
Not everyone, however, receives a fair, unbiased trial with
— prime defense attorneys.
An example of this is the
1996 Georgia Supreme Court case
Gibson v. Turner. Exzavious Lee
Gibson, a man with an IQ between
76 and 82, had to give an appeal to
his death sentence without a lawyer. Gibson was too poor to afford
a lawyer, so he attempted to defend

himself. Gibson called no witnesses,presentedno evidence, and
madeno objections throughout the
entire trial. The Georgia court allowed the hearing to proceed and
dismissed his appeal. Gibson's appeal, whether he committed the
crime or not, should have been facilitated by a lawyer inGibson'sdefense. Because it was not, Gibson
is still sentenced to die without a
fair trial and a proper chance at
fighting for life. Thiscouldbe prevented by an established moratorium at the state level. It slows the
process so itis not rushed and capital cases wouldreceivethe amount
ofattention they need.
In itsrush to move cases through
the system, many times the court

fails thepeople it was meant to pro—
—
tect the accused and provides

continued on page 15
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Reviewing SU Review Death penalty flawed
S. ArsalanBukhari
Spectator Columnist
Ienjoy readingthe SU Review, despite its
reputation as a bite noire amongmany students because it is preponderantly entirely

constitutedofanti-liberal polemicsadabsur—
dum. In a Review article by Elle Kelly the
purposeof which was ostensibly to prosely—
tize the reader towards "conservatism"
contained the phrase,"[By labelingyourself
a liberal]. .Do you realize what kind of stereotypeyou are putting yourselfin?"
Instead of inveighing this excerpt for its
grammatical incorrectness,Iwillconsider the
idea whichitpropounds. Ibelieve that using
eitheroftheseperilous labels,"conservative"
or "liberal," is tantamounttodisregarding the
fact that our country's citizenry has political
views as diverse as theissues which we face;
neither of these two labels can wholly encompass theaggregation ofa person's views.
Let's consider the cause celebre dv jour
ofgay marriage. "Liberals" supporttheright
of same gender couples to pursue happiness
through marriage. Are there no Muslims,
Christians,orJewsin the "liberal" camp who
abide by the Quran, Bible,or Torah,all of
which condemn homosexuality?With respect
to this issue, the question to be asked is thus:
can a believer in God and His Books honestly call himself orherself a "liberal?"
Let's consider the use of affirmative action inemployment andin university admissions. Empirical evidence,as wellas personal
observation, tells that affirmative action, in
practice, givespreference toeveryone except
Caucasian males to the extent that lesser
qualified candidates arehired by and admit-

.

ted into institutionsthat practice affirmative
action. The question which arises in light of
this assertionis thus: Are Caucasian males
whocall themselves "liberals"inaccord with
this facet of liberalpolicy which,in practice,
puts them at a competitive disadvantage?
While we are on the topic of employment,
consider another cause celebre: outsourcing
jobs to firms in countries wherelabor is inexpensive.Thisis an issue ofmuch relevance
to collegestudents, as wewill soonbesearch-

ing for jobspresumably in the United States;
I
presuppose that very few of us are consideringsending resumes to offices inIndia and
China. Furthermore, Iam also certain that
very few of us,whether wedescribeourselves
as "liberal" or "conservative," would, upon
graduation,like to discover that jobs towards
which we had aspired have been delegated
to companies in other countries, decreasing
the demand for our expertise and decreasing
our own "market value" in the work world.
The current republican policy has been to
support the outsourcingjobs,both white collarand manufacturing,to othercountries. The
question that I recommend "conservatives"
contemplate, is thus: is this policy truly in
congruence with your ownideals?
A part of the definition for "conservatism"
is keeping with tradition,maintain the status
quo, and dislike reform and progress especially if theselead to the passingofnew laws.
Around the turn of the century, suffragettes
in theU.S. worked relentlessly for their cause
and succeeded to winuniversal suffrage. The
question Iask is: do present-day "conservatives,"especially the females, wish this hadn't
happened? Would they have opposed this
movement?After all,this unquestionably was
progressive and led tonew laws;iteven gave
us a constitutional amendment.
Alargeconstituency of"conservatives" are
Christians. This to me is very perplexing indeed, for the simple reason that republican
policies are not always in congruence with
Christian values; often they are flagrantly
incongruent with these values. Some examples are the curtailment of social security
benefits, income taxes for those in the upper
brackets, and corporate taxes, all of which

inarguably benefit the upper class and big
business and are certainly not in the interest
of members of the middle and lower class.
No perspicacious person can honestly label themselves a "conservative" or "liberal".
These are vague, ambiguous, and inaccurate
terms, ad nauseam. It is impossible that one
would agree withall positions taken by eitherof these two camps; there exists no mot
juste to describe the aggregation of one's
views.
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an inexperiencedor unqualifiedlawyer, who
many times is just a body to take up space
and fulfill the necessaryquorum fora trial to
commence. Thisis not the waya trial should
be conducted, so a moratorium could help
eliminate this sort ofhaste.
A common theoryheld bymany taxpayers
is that ifthe trial is conductedquickly, there
is less cost, so a moratorium would just increase that cost. "Haste makes waste" is a
principle used in cooking, and it holds true
for death penalty trials. If a baker were to
run short on time and forget to knead the
bread, thebread wouldbe full ofairpockets.
The baker would likely have to start over
again,and hewouldbeunable tosell theloaf
he just ruined. When a lawyer is just picked
at random and an unfair trial is allowed to
commence, it creates wasteful spending on
the appeals that follow. A
trial conducted the right
way the first timeismuch
How many
less expensive than the
appeals process. Therefore,amoratorium would
slow down the process
without appeals thatcould
be prevented by a fair
trial.
Perhaps worse than a poor defense or an
unfair trial is the difficulty surrounding the
repealofadeath sentence.Accordingto Amnesty International,currently, someone who
is sentenced to die cannot postponehis sentence for "post-convictionlitigation" andthe
federal courts will not provide counsel for
such litigation because of a 1995 cut-to-post
conviction defender program.According to must first give justice."A moratorium on
Hurder, the convicted also cannot present the death sentences of the menand women
claims that were not already presented in on deathrow today wouldallow for fair tricourt, evenifitwere the ignorance ofthe at- als that are not accelerated by the need to
torney thatcausedthem to not be presented. move through court dockets.
Bynotallowing such assetsas an experienced
attorney or postponement of death, the state
does not allow for anymistakes or flukes in Madeleine Hottman is afreshman in the
the court system. Thatmeans that innocent honorsprogram. Sendfeedback to
men or women could be executed without hottmanm@seattleu.edu.

people will die
unjustly?

—

Letters to the Editor
Gay marriage
The San Francisco mayor's decision to issue gay marriage licensesis inexcusable not
necessarily for its substantive merit, but for
its procedural process. The mayor refuses to
obey state law that allows marriage between
onlyheterosexuals and,instead, issues a new
"law" allowing gay marriages in San Francisco. As educated readers, weshould beappalled by his actions.
If you are not appalled, consider the following scenarios. Would you feel differently
if the mayor outlawed abortions in the city
even though state allowed for abortions;
would you feel differently if the mayor allowed all citizens to carry weapons even
though state law prohibited the carrying of
weapons; wouldyou feel differently ifmayor
segregated school districts eventhough state
and federal law prohibit such actions?
Most of you would be outraged if any of
the scenarios occurred. You would call your
legislative representative and demand that
she pass a law to outlaw the mayor's action.
She would tell you that they already have a
law.The pointis that the executive has a constitutional duty to carry out thelaws notbreak
them. If our elected officials continually
break the law then we are nolonger a nation
oflaws.This development is most troubling.

Phillip Spearo
Seattle University Law, 3L

Fair warning
"The meteor that caused the dinosaurs to
be extinct nearly 65 million years ago, was
20 miles wide, whereasthe asteroid thatcould
have hit us was merely 100 feet wide. We
weren't facing extinction,people."
— Trisha Leonard, "What we didn't know
didn't hurt us," The Spectator,3-4-04.
Who was there to record those measurements? Where "science" does not agree with
Scripture, it is pseudo-science. WhereChristians do not agree with the Word ofGod, it is
atragedy. Do younot teach your students the
truth concerning the creation of the world,
and confirm it with the Word?
"Behold nowbehemoth, which Imade with
thee; he eateth grass as an ox."(Job40: 15)
"Out ofhisnostrils goeth smoke, as out ofa
seething pot or caldron. His breath kindleth
coals, and a flame goeth out of his mouth."
(Job 41:20-21)
Iask you, if what we don't know doesn't
hurt us, then if we do not know the time in
which the day oftheLordis approaching, will
it not hurt us?
After the sixth seal is broken, there willbe
a great meteor shower on the whole earth.
Would it not hurt you to know that the first
seal willbeopenedinSeptember?But, please,
don'tbelieve me. After all,Idon'tknow Scripture as well as your clan;or do I?But if Iam
right, you will see that which will happen

having their rights as citizens to fight for a
lighter sentenceor exoneration.
If a person does not receive a fair trial,
like Exzavious Gibson or Tyrone Gilliam,
he should notbe sentenced to repay his debt
tosociety.However,the appeal ofthese sentences is long and difficult. Federal law, as
of 1996, limits the abilities of inmates to
challenge unconstitutional convictions o
death penaltiesusingfederal proceduresprotected in the U.S. Constitution. Professo
James S. Liebman, Ph.D., has reported to
the American Bar Association that a mere
40 percent of all inmates under the death
sentence are able to contest and win more
time in post-sentencing hearings. According to Hurder, this number could be increased if a moratorium were established.
It would slow down the process and allow
more inmates who cannot afford their own
counsel to have an adequate defense at all
stages of the process.
-,
Courts at all levels are
plaguedby this injustice.
more
In Illinois, Governor
George Ryan told
Newsweek, as found in
the January 20, 2003 issue,'"TheIllinois deathpenalty system is arbitrary and capricious and therefore immoral.'" Illinois is not the only state that
needs to improve its system.By not allowing for a fair trial or a decent lawyer, the
system that is supposed to give fair, unbiased judgement cannot do that effectively.
In the words of former ABA President John
J. Curtin,Jr. "Whatever you think about the
death penalty, a system that will take life

beforehand: The mischief spoken by the
prophet Daniel will occurbefore the first day
ofsummer. If youdon't know what that is, it
is whereIsrael gets the Holy Land from the
Palestinians. Furthermore, Iraq will be
handed over to a three-party leadership by
July not a unified democracy. And there is
no doubt in my mind that you are unaware
— the collapse ofthe worldthat the thirdseal
—
wide economy will take place nextsummer.
Iwould tell you more but youneed to see
first things first.It's unfortunate that your institution is so conceited in their accomplishments and excesses that theyplan for the future they do not know.Ipray for you all.You
have lots ofknowledge but you do not know
the truth. You are no different than secular
educators. They too are blind guides.
Rev. Carey

Vagina Warrior speaks out
Writing in response to the letters regarding "The Vagina Monologues," Ifind that
there are certain matters worth clearing up.
Seeinghow Ipersonally workedon the show,
1present a different perspective that, Itrust,

will allay certain doubts.
One of the writers chastises the show for
its "clearly obscene" material, "squashing
[of] traditionalism" and sexualizing of females. Seeingthe matter of gender relations
as a question of justice, does "The Vagina

Monologues" do damage to our society by
objectifying females, or does the play speak
out against real and institutionalized sexual
violence around the world? 1have to agree
in terms of speaking out against sexualizing
females.But I
make animportant distinction
in terms of sexualizingobjects and subjects.
Most of our culture and society treats a
female's sexuality as an object to be pampered, used and seized.Indeed, most females
themselves are treated as objects or possessions that need tobe controlled orrestrained.
However, sexuality as subject becomes a
matter of bringing one's sexuality into the
whole ofthe humanperson. Treatinganother
as a human being capable of making their
own decisions and waysof expression, which
includes sexuality, is the far morepowerful
wayof treating one's sexuality,as a part ofa
person's whole being. Isee this show as a
healthyand goodreclamation offemale sexuality from those who wish a Platonic/Augustinian separation of body andmind.
The show roots itself in a community of
celebration and mourning. As evidenced by
theshow, sexual violence and deliberate suppression of female sexuality is a very real
crime. However, thehefmeneutic ofcelebration reveals that a gender neutral society is
not ourgoal but a full incorporation ofone's
sexuality into their person. Thisis why "The
Vagina Monologues" are needed at SU: to
restore justice to genderrelations and sexuality.And Iwould challengeany person who
saw the show to disagree.

Eric Holt
Senior, History major.
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Voice
When should children

learn sex education?
Compiledby William Hurd

"Sixth grade, because they start to reach a mature attitude.
" If
impression.
it's too young then it could give the wrong
MATT ORAM, PHILOSOPHY,
ANDREDAVIS, COMPUTER
SOPHOMORE
SCIENCE Wl SPECIALIZATION
BUSINESS,
IN
JUNIOR

"It's not only about intercourse, condoms and contraception; it's
about you, it's about your body. Itdoesn't start in eighth grade.
"
It's starts when you start learning about your body.
SOPHIA CHAO,3RD YEAR LAW STUDENT

"In thefifth grade because
they start to see pornography
"
at that age.

"Fifth or sixth grade, because

"Late elementary school. To
prevent problems before they
"
arise.

JOHANNA ALVAREZ,INTERNATIONAL STUDIES & SOCIOLOGY, FRESHMAN

LIZBODNER,NURSING,
FRESHMAN

"In the fifth grade,just before"
kids become sexually active.

JOANNA WANG, COMMUNICA- SHANE ANDERSON, 3RD YEAR
LAW STUDENT
TIONSTUDIES, SENIOR

"They should teach abstinence. It should
be up to the parents to teach sex education."
TYLER COOK, ECONOMICS, JUNIOR

they are exploring their sexuality."

"Middle school because they already have knowledge from being exposed to it."
PETER ANDERSON,
PHILOSOPHY, SENIOR

KAILEIFEENEY,
PHILOSOPHY, SENIOR

EVAN CHRISTODAULIDES,
PHILOSOPHY, SENIOR

